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We calculate the polarization of prompt Υ (nS) production in the improved color evaporation
model at leading order employing the kT -factorization approach. We present the polarization pa-
rameter λϑ of prompt Υ (nS) as a function of transverse momentum in p + p and p + p¯ collisions
to compare with data in the helicity, Collins-Soper and Gottfried-Jackson frames. We also present
calculations of the bottomonium production cross sections as a function of transverse momentum
and rapidity. This is the first pT -dependent calculation of bottomonium production and polarization
in the improved color evaporation model. We find agreement with both bottomonium cross sections
and polarization measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of our previous work [1] on
quarkonium production and polarization in the improved
color evaporation model using the kT -factorization ap-
proach.
We first developed our LO calculation of quarkonium
polarization in the ICEM [2] in Refs. [3, 4] employing
collinear factorization. However, in this framework, we
were unable to address the polarization as a function of
pT to compare with collider data. Therefore, we per-
formed the first pT -dependent polarization calculation in
the ICEM [1] for prompt J/ψ production and polariza-
tion by employing the kT -factorization approach. This
paper is a continuation of that work where we now ex-
tend our pT -dependent leading order (LO) ICEM calcu-
lation of quarkonium production and polarization in the
kT -factorization approach to prompt Υ (nS). We use the
same scattering amplitudes as in Ref. [1]. This work also
provides the first pT -dependent ICEM Υ (nS) polariza-
tion result. We will begin to address the pT dependence
at NLO in a later publication.
We note that within the framework of Nonrelativistic
QCD (NRQCD) [5], the quarkonium polarization prob-
lem is less prominent in bottomonium than in charmo-
nium. Fitting the long distance matrix elements to mea-
surements of Υ yields and polarization for pT > 8 GeV,
NRQCD is able to provide a better description of bot-
tomonium yields and polarization than for charmonium
[6, 7]. The heavier bottom quark mass allows better con-
vergence of the double expansion in αs and v. However,
at low pT , NRQCD calculations still overestimate the
Υ (1S) experimental yields by a factor of 2 to 3 [7].
TABLE I. The mass, MQ, and the squared feed-down tran-
sition Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, SJzQ , for all bottomonium
states contributing to prompt Υ (nS) production.
Q MQ (GeV) SJz=0Q SJz=±1Q
Υ (1S) 9.46 1 0
Υ (2S) 10.02 1 0
Υ (3S) 10.36 1 0
χb1(1P) 9.89 0 1/2
χb2(1P) 9.91 2/3 1/2
χb1(2P) 10.26 0 1/2
χb2(2P) 10.27 2/3 1/2
χb1(3P) 10.51 0 1/2
χb2(3P) 10.51 2/3 1/2
II. PRODUCTION OF POLARIZED
BOTTOMONIUM IN THE kT -FACTORIZATION
APPROACH
In this paper, we present both the yields and polariza-
tions of bottomonium as a function of pT by formulating
the ICEM in the kT -factorization approach. We take the
same effective Feynman rules for scattering processes in-
volving incoming off-shell gluons [8] as in the NRQCD
calculation of Ref. [9]. Effectively, the momentum of the
incoming Reggeon, kµ, with transverse momentum kT
can be written in terms of the proton momentum pµ and
the fraction of longitudinal momentum x carried by the
gluon as
kµ = xpµ + kµT . (1)
The polarization 4-vector is
µ(kT ) =
kµT
kT
, (2)
where kµT = (0,
~kT , 0).
In the traditional CEM, all bottomonium states are
treated the same as bb¯ below the BB¯ threshold. The in-
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2TABLE II. The feed-down ratios, cQ, for prompt Υ (1S), Υ (2S) and Υ (3S) production from direct Υ (1S), Υ (2S), Υ (3S), χb(1P ),
χb(2P ) and χb(3P ) in the low pT and high pT regions [12]. We assume the feed-down contributions from χb1(nP) and χb2(nP)
are the same as also done in Ref. [3].
low pT cQ (pT . 20 GeV) high pT cQ (pT & 20 GeV)
Q (direct \ prompt) Υ (1S) Υ (2S) Υ (3S) Υ (1S) Υ (2S) Υ (3S)
Υ (1S) 0.71 - - 0.45 - -
Υ (2S) 0.07 0.73 - 0.14 0.60 -
Υ (3S) 0.01 0.04 0.70 0.03 0.05 0.50
χb1(1P) 0.075 - - 0.145 - -
χb2(1P) 0.075 - - 0.145 - -
χb1(2P) 0.02 0.10 - 0.03 0.15 -
χb2(2P) 0.02 0.10 - 0.03 0.15 -
χb1(3P) 0.01 0.015 0.15 0.015 0.025 0.25
χb2(3P) 0.01 0.015 0.15 0.015 0.025 0.25
variant mass of the heavy bb¯ pair is restricted to be less
than twice the mass of the lowest mass B meson. The
distributions for all bottomonium family members are as-
sumed to be identical. In the ICEM, the invariant mass of
the intermediate bb¯ pair is constrained to be larger than
the mass of produced bottomonium state, MQ, instead of
twice the bottom quark mass, 2mb, the lower limit in the
traditional CEM [4, 10]. Because the bottomonium mo-
mentum and integration range now depend on the mass
of the state, the kinematic distributions of the bottomo-
nium states are no longer identical in the ICEM. Using
the kT -factorization approach, in a p + p collision the
ICEM production cross section for a directly-produced
bottomonium state Q is
σ = FQ
∫ 4m2B
M2Q
dsˆ
∫
dx1
x1
∫
dφ1
2pi
∫
dk1T
2Φ1(x1, k1T , µ
2
F1)
∫
dx2
x2
∫
dφ2
2pi
∫
dk2T
2Φ2(x2, k2T , µ
2
F2)σˆ(R+R→ QQ¯)
× δ(sˆ− x1x2s+ |~k1T + ~k2T |2) , (3)
where the square of the heavy quark pair invariant mass is
sˆ while the square of the center-of-mass energy in the p+p
collision is s. Here Φ(x, kT , µ
2
F ) is the unintegrated par-
ton distribution function (uPDF) for a Reggeized gluon
with momentum fraction x and transverse momentum kT
interacting with factorization scale µF . The angles φ1,2
in Eq. (3) are between the kT1,2 of the partons and the
pT of the final state bottomonium Q. The parton-level
cross section is σ(R+R→ bb¯). Finally, FQ is a universal
factor for the directly-produced bottomonium state Q,
and is independent of the projectile, target, and energy.
In this approach, the cross section is
d4σ
dpT dydsˆdφ
= σδ(sˆ− x1x2s+ p2T )δ
(
y − 1
2
log
x1
x2
)
δ
(
p2T − |~k21T + ~k22T |
)
δ(φ− (φ1 − φ2))
= FQ
∫
2
pi
k2T dk2T
∑
k1T
[
Φ1(k1T , x10, µ
2
F1)
x10
Φ2(k2T , x20, µ
2
F2)
x20
k1T pT
σˆ(R+R→ QQ¯)
s
√
k22T (cos
2 φ− 1) + p2T
]
(4)
where the sum k1T is over the roots of k
2
1T + k
2
2T +
2k1T k2T cosφ = p
2
T , and k1T,1, k1T,2 are
k1T,1 = −k2T cosφ+
√
k22T (cos
2 φ− 1) + p2T (5)
k1T,2 = −k2T cosφ−
√
k22T (cos
2 φ− 1) + p2T . (6)
The momentum fractions x10 and x20 are
x10 =
√
sˆ+ p2T
s
e+y , (7)
x20 =
√
sˆ+ p2T
s
e−y . (8)
Here, φ is the relative azimuthal angle between two in-
cident Reggeons (φ = φ1 − φ2) and pT is the transverse
3momentum of the produced bb¯.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The pT dependence of prompt Υ (1S)
production at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ICEM obtained by varying
the bottom quark mass (blue), the factorization scale in the
range 0.5 < µF /mT < 2 (magenta), and the renormalization
scale in the range 0.5 < µR/mT < 2 (green) is compared with
the CMS midrapidity data [21].
Thus the transverse momentum distribution dσ/dpT
in the ICEM is
dσ
dpT
=
∫
dydsˆdφ
d4σ
dpT dydsˆdφ
. (9)
We integrate over rapidity to compare to collider data
with defined rapidity cuts. Similarly, the rapidity distri-
bution dσ/dy in the ICEM is
dσ
dy
=
∫
dpT dsˆdφ
d4σ
dpT dydsˆdφ
. (10)
As our central result, we take the renormalization and
factorization scales to be µF = µR = mT , where mT is
the transverse mass of the bb¯. We will study the effect
of varying these scales on the pT distributions and the
polarization.
III. POLARIZATION OF PROMPT Υ (nS)
We employ the scattering amplitudes calculated in
Ref. [1] to compute the bb¯ partonic production cross sec-
tion σˆJ,Jz according to the JP of each directly produced
bottomonium state below the BB¯ threshold. We then
convolute the polarized partonic cross sections with the
uPDFs to obtain the hadron-level cross section, σ, as a
function of pT using Eq. (9). The bottomonium masses
which appear as the lower limit of the bb¯ invariant mass in
the calculations of σˆJ,Jz are listed in Table I. We employ
the ccfm-JH-2013-set1 [11] uPDFs in this calculation.
We assume that the angular momentum of each
directly-produced bottomonium state is unchanged by
the transition from the parton level to the hadron level,
consistent with the CEM expectation that the linear mo-
mentum is unchanged by hadronization.
We calculate the ratio of the individual Jz = 0,±1
to the unpolarized partonic cross sections ratios for each
directly-produced bottomonium state Q that has a con-
tribution to prompt Υ (nS) production: Υ (1S), Υ (2S),
Υ (3S), χb1(1P), χb2(1P), χb1(2P), χb2(3P), χb1(3P) and
χb2(3P). These ratios, R
Jz
Q , are then independent of FQ.
We assume the feed-down production of Υ (nS) from the
higher mass bound states follows the angular momentum
algebra. Their contributions of these higher states to
RJz=0Υ (nS) for prompt Υ (nS) are added after weighting by
the feed-down contribution ratios cQ [12]:
RJz=0Υ =
∑
Q,Jz
cQSJzQ R
Jz
Q . (11)
Here SJzQ is the transition probability from a given stateQ produced in a Jz state to a Υ (nS) with Jz = 0 in
a single decay. We assume two pions are emitted for
S state feed down, Υ (2S) → Υ (1S)pipi, and a photon is
emitted for a P state feed down, χb(1P)→ Υ (1S)γ. SJzQ
is then 1 (if Jz = 0) or 0 (if Jz = 1) for Q = Υ (2S)
since the transition, Υ (2S)→ Υ (1S)pipi, does not change
the angular momentum of the quarkonium state. For
directly produced Υ (nS), SJzQ is 1 for Jz = 0 and 0 for
Jz = 1. The S
Jz
Q for the χ states are the squares of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the feed-down production
via χb → Υ (nS)γ. The bottomonium feed-down ratios
are pT -dependent [12]: the fraction of direct production
is larger at low pT than at high pT . We consider two
sets of feed-down ratios from Ref. [12]. These ratios are
derived from LHC measurements [13–21] assuming they
vary with pT but not rapidity [12]. The “low pT ” ratios
are used to compare with LHCb data (0 < pT < 20 GeV)
where the “high pT ” ratios are employed to compare with
CMS data (10 < pT < 50 GeV). Here, we are assuming
the feed-down contribution from χb1(nP) and χb2(nP)
are the same as in our previous approach for the χc states
[3]. A similar assumption is made for the other P states.
The values of MQ and SJzQ for all bottomonium states
contributing to prompt Υ (nS) production are collected
in Table I and the values of cQ in the two pT regions are
presented in Table II.
Finally, the Jz = 0 to the unpolarized ratio for prompt
Υ (nS) states are converted into the polarization param-
eter λϑ [22],
λϑ =
1− 3RJz=0
1 +RJz=0
, (12)
where −1 < λϑ < 1. If λϑ = −1, Υ (nS) production is
totally longitudinal, λϑ = 0 refers to unpolarized produc-
tion, while production is totally transverse for λϑ = +1.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The pT dependence of prompt Υ (1S)
production at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ICEM with combined mass
and renormalization scale uncertainties (blue) and that in
the CEM using collinear factorization approach (magenta).
The CMS midrapidity data [21] from Fig. 1 are also shown.
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FIG. 3. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (1S) production at√
s = 7 TeV and 2 < y < 4.5 in the ICEM with combined
mass and renormalization scale uncertainties is compared
with the LHCb data [26].
IV. RESULTS
Although the matrix elements in this calculation are
LO in αs, by convoluting the polarized partonic cross sec-
tions with the transverse momentum dependent uPDFs
using the kT -factorization approach, we can calculate the
yield as well as the polarization parameter λϑ as a func-
tion of pT . The full NLO polarization, including qq¯ and
(q+ q¯)g contributions, will be discussed in a future pub-
lication.
The traditional CEM can describe the unpolarized
yields of Υ (nS) production at NLO assuming collinear
factorization [23]. In this calculation, we take advantage
of the ICEM to calculate the direct production of the
individual bottomonium states separately. Since this is
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FIG. 4. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (1S) production at√
s = 7 TeV and |y| < 0.7 in the ICEM with combined mass
and renormalization scale uncertainties is compared with the
D0 data [27].
the first bottomonium calculation in the ICEM using the
kT -factorization approach, it is important to check if our
calculated unpolarized yields are also in agreement with
the data.
We first check how our approach describes the trans-
verse momentum and rapidity distribution of the bot-
tomonium states at collider energies. We then discuss the
transverse momentum dependence of the polarization pa-
rameter λϑ for prompt Υ (nS) production. We compare
our results to the polarization measured in collider ex-
periments in the helicity (HX), Collins-Soper (CS) [24],
and Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) [25] frames to discuss the
frame dependence of λϑ. W also discuss the sensitivity
of our results to the bottom quark mass, the renormal-
ization scale and the feed-down ratios. In our calcula-
tions, we construct the uncertainty bands by varying the
bottom quark mass around its base value of 4.75 GeV,
in the interval 4.5 < mb < 5 GeV, and the renormal-
ization scale around its base value of mT , in the inter-
val 0.5 < µR/mT < 2, while keeping the factorization
scale fixed at µF = mT . The total uncertainty band
is constructed by adding the mass and renormalization
scale uncertainties in quadrature. We do not extend our
calculation below p+p¯ at Tevatron energies because at
fixed-target energies and even at the RHIC collider the
kT -factorization approach with off-shell gluons is inap-
propriate for bottomonium.
A. Unpolarized bottomonium production
Here, we present the pT and rapidity distributions of
the Υ (nS) states as well as the ratio of χb1(1P) to χb2(1P)
in our approach. In the spirit of the traditional CEM, FQ
in Eq. (3) has to be independent of the projectile, target,
and energy for each bottomonium state Q. Even though
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FIG. 5. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (2S) production at√
s = 7 TeV and 2 < y < 4.5 in the ICEM with combined
mass and renormalization scale uncertainties is compared
with the CMS midrapidity data [21].
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FIG. 6. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (2S) production at√
s = 7 TeV and 2 < y < 4.5 in the ICEM with combined
mass and renormalization scale uncertainties is compared
with the LHCb data [26].
the focus of this paper is on polarization, independent of
FQ, the unpolarized bottomonium yields in the ICEM us-
ing the kT -factorization approach were not calculated be-
fore. Therefore, it is important to first confirm that this
approach can indeed describe the bottomonium yields as
a function of pT and rapidity before discussing polariza-
tion. The direct production cross section is calculated
using Eq. (9) by integrating the pair invariant mass from
MQ to 2mB0 (mB0 = 5.28 GeV).
We first obtain FΥ (nS) by comparing our results with
the Υ (nS) yields measured by the CMS Collaboration at
7 TeV. Using the same FΥ (nS), we compare our results
with the Υ (nS) data measured at CDF and LHCb.
1. Υ (1S) pT distribution
We found in our previous paper [1] that the charmo-
nium pT distribution has a significant dependence on the
factorization scale for pT > 5 GeV. In this paper, we also
fix the factorization scale at µF = mT instead of includ-
ing a factor of two variation. In Fig. 1, we show the pT
distributions of prompt Υ (1S) production at
√
s = 7 TeV
found by fixing mb = 4.75 GeV and varying the factor-
ization scale over the range 0.5 < µF /mT < 2 and the
renormalization scale over the range 0.5 < µR/mT < 2
separately. We also fix µF /mT = µR/mT = 1 and vary
the bottom quark mass over the range 4.5 < mb < 5 GeV.
The direct production cross section is calculated us-
ing Eq. (9) by integrating the pair invariant mass from
MΥ (1S) to 2mB0 (mD0 = 5.28 GeV) over the rapidity
range |y| < 2.4. We assume that direct production is
a constant fraction, 0.71 of the prompt production, ac-
cording to the low pT feed-down coefficients in Table II,
since the yield is dominated by production at low pT . We
then compare the prompt pT distribution in the ICEM
with the CMS data [21]. Similar to the charmonium pT
distribution, the result has a significant dependence on
the factorization scale for pT > 5 GeV. This is because
the uPDFs have a sharp cutoff for kT > µF and are
thus very sensitive to the chosen factorization scale. The
yield varies more as pT approaches mT at high pT . At
low pT , mT ∼ MQ and the cross section is independent
of the factorization scale since kT  µF . At moderate
pT , the variation with µF is similar to or smaller than
that due to the bottom quark mass. At pT ∼ 10 GeV,
mT ∼ pT . Thus the lower limit on the factorization scale,
mT /2, is on the order of kT and the yield drops off at
this cutoff limit of ∼ 5 GeV, while the upper limit on
the factorization scale, 2mT , is still greater than kT , en-
hancing the yield. Since, at LO, only the bb¯ pair carries
the transverse momentum, the predictive power for the
yields is limited by the uPDFs. Therefore, to construct
a meaningful uncertainty band, we fix the factorization
scale at µF = mT . As we push toward the limit of the kT -
factorization approach with uPDFs at high pT at LO, we
can only improve the high pT limit by a full NLO calcu-
lation in the collinear factorization approach where there
is no hard limit on µF as in kT -factorization approach.
After fixing the factorization scale, the variation in bot-
tom quark mass then gives the largest uncertainty, fol-
lowed by the variation in renormalization scale. When µR
is reduced, the strong coupling constant is larger, increas-
ing the yield. On the other hand, when mb is reduced,
the yield increases. In the remainder of this section, we
present our results by adding the uncertainties due to
variations of the bottom mass and renormalization scale
in quadrature.
The prompt Υ (1S) pT distribution at
√
s = 7 TeV
with combined uncertainty is shown in Fig. 2. The ICEM
result has a peak at pT ∼ 2.5 GeV, in agreement with the
data. By matching to the total experimental unpolarized
yield in |y| < 2.4, we find that the ICEM can describe
the Υ (1S) pT distribution with FΥ (1S) = 0.0141. This
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FIG. 7. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (3S) production at√
s = 7 TeV in the ICEM with combined mass and renor-
malization scale uncertainties is compared with the CMS
midrapidity data [21].
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FIG. 8. The pT dependence of prompt Υ (2S) production at√
s = 7 TeV and 2 < y < 4.5 in the ICEM with combined
mass and renormalization scale uncertainties is compared
with the LHCb data [26].
is the fraction of bb¯ pairs produced in the invariant mass
range from MΥ (1S) to 2mB0 , a difference of ∼1 GeV, that
result in direct Υ (1S) production, defined in Eq. (3). In
general, the ICEM pT distribution agrees with the data
for all pT .
In the same figure, we compare the inclusive Υ (1S) pT
distributions with that from the CEM in the collinear fac-
torization approach. The uncertainty band is constructed
by combining the uncertainty by varying the bottom
mass in the range 4.56 < mb < 4.74 GeV, the factor-
ization scale in the range 0.91 < µF /mT < 2.17, and the
renormalization scale in the range 0.9 < µR/mT < 1.32.
We find two distributions agree reasonably well with each
other and the data.
We test the universality of FΥ (1S) by comparing the
prompt Υ (1S) pT distribution in the ICEM measured by
LHCb [26] at
√
s = 7 TeV and 2 < y < 4.5 in Fig. 3 and
to the prompt Υ (1S) pT distribution measured by D0
[27] at
√
s = 1.8 TeV and |y| < 0.5 in Fig. 4. We again
assume the direct production is a constant fraction, 0.71,
of the prompt production to obtain the prompt Υ (1S)
cross section. We find the ICEM result agrees with the
data for all pT .
2. Υ (2S) pT distribution
The prompt Υ (2S) pT distribution at
√
s = 7 TeV is
compared to the CMS measurement [21] over |y| < 2.4 in
Fig. 5 and the LHCb data [26] in 2 < y < 4.5 in Fig. 6.
Here, the direct production cross section is calculated us-
ing Eq. (9) by integrating the pair invariant mass from
MΥ (2S) to 2mB0 over the rapidity range |y| < 2.4. Sim-
ilar to direct Υ (1S), we assume the direct production of
Υ (2S) is a constant fraction, 0.73, of the prompt produc-
tion. We then compare the pT -integrated yield of prompt
Υ (2S) with the CMS measurement [21]. By matching the
pT -integrated yield, we find FΥ (2S) = 0.0144. We note
that FΥ (2S) & FΥ (1S), primarily because the integrated
mass region is much narrower for Υ (2S) than Υ (1S), a
difference of ∼0.5 GeV in this case. In the traditional
CEM, FΥ (2S) is smaller than FΥ (1S) because the range of
integration over the pair invariant mass is the same for
all Υ (nS). We find agreement with the data within the
combined uncertainty band constructed by varying the
bottom quark mass and the renormalization scale in the
ICEM. In both cases, the calculations, with their associ-
ated uncertainty bands, are in agreement with the data.
3. Υ (3S) pT distribution
The prompt Υ (3S) pT distribution at
√
s = 7 TeV is
compared to the CMS measurements [21] over |y| < 2.4
in Fig. 7 and the LHCb data [26] in 2 < y < 4.5 in Fig. 8.
Here, the direct production cross section is calculated us-
ing Eq. (9) by integrating the pair invariant mass from
MΥ (3S) to 2mB0 over the rapidity range |y| < 2.4. Sim-
ilar to direct Υ (1S), we assume the direct production of
Υ (3S) is a constant fraction, 0.70, of the prompt produc-
tion. Therefore, we compare the pT -integrated yield of
direct Υ (3S) with the CMS measurement [21]. We find
FΥ (3S) = 0.00229. We note that also FΥ (3S) & FΥ (1S),
because the mass range is still smaller for Υ (3S), a dif-
ference of only ∼ 0.15 GeV. Again, in the traditional
CEM, FΥ (3S) is smaller than FΥ (1S) and FΥ (2S) because
the range of integration over the pair invariant mass is
also the same for both Υ (1S) and Υ (3S). There is fair
agreement with the data within the combined uncertainty
band constructed by varying the bottom quark mass and
the renormalization scale in the ICEM. In both cases, the
calculations, with their associated uncertainty bands, are
in agreement with the data.
7FIG. 9. The ratio of χb2(1P) to χb1(1P) in the ICEM with combined mass and renormalization scale uncertainties at
√
s = 8 TeV
at central rapidity |y| < 1.5 (a) and at forward rapidity 2 < y < 4.5 (b) assuming Fχb1(1P) = Fχb2(1P) . The CMS data [28] and
the LHCb data [29] are also shown in (a) and (b) respectively.
4. Ratio of χb2(1P) to χb1(1P) production
We now turn to the pT dependence of the ratio
χb2(1P)/χb1(1P) as a function of pT . The ratios of direct
χb2(1P) to direct χb1(1P) at
√
s = 8 TeV at central and
forward rapidities are presented in Fig. 9. Direct produc-
tion is calculated using Eq. (9) by integrating the pair in-
variant mass from Mχb1,2(1P) to 2mB0 over two rapidity
ranges, |y| < 1.5 and 2 < y < 4.5 respectively, in order to
compare with existing measurements [28, 29]. As there
is not enough information on the feed-down production
to χb, we assume the prompt production of χb1,2(1P) is
approximately the same as the direct production. Since
there are no measurements of the absolute χb1,2(1P) pro-
duction cross sections, we cannot fix Fχb1,2(1P). Further-
more, the data reports the ratio as a function of the pT
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FIG. 10. (color online) The rapidity dependence of prompt
Υ (1S) (blue solid), Υ (2S) (magenta dashed) and Υ (3S) (green
dot-dashed) production at
√
s = 7 TeV integrated over pT <
30 GeV in the ICEM with combined mass and renormalization
scale uncertainties are compared with the LHCb data [26].
of Υ (1S). To compare our results with the data, we then
assume that pχbT ≈ pΥ (1S)T , not unreasonable since the
mass difference between the states is ∼ 500 MeV and the
decay photon is soft. Thus the ICEM can only predict
the trend of the relative production subject to an overall
vertical shift. Similar to the χc2 to χc1 ratio in the ICEM
[1], χb2(1P)/χb1(1P) becomes constant for pT > 2Mχb .
However, the relative production decreases with increas-
ing pT for pT < 2Mχb , independent of the rapidity range
considered. Our ICEM results only agree with the data
in the higher pT range. This is because the difference
between the amplitudes of χb1 and χb2 is most apparent
at low pT since the curvature of the distributions changes
fastest near the peaks of the distributions. However, the
measured relative production is approximately pT inde-
pendent at lower pT . We note that the χc2/χc1 ratios
presented in Ref. [1] agreed with the data over the mea-
sured pT range because, in that case, pT >> Mχc over
the range of the measurement. However, with the lower
pT range here this condition is not satisfied for χb.
5. Υ (nS) rapidity distribution
We now turn to the rapidity dependence of Υ (nS) pro-
duction. The rapidity distribution of prompt of Υ (nS) at√
s = 7 TeV is shown in Fig. 10. The direct production is
calculated using Eq. (10) by integrating over the pT range
0 < pT < 30 GeV. We again assume the direct produc-
tion of Υ (1S, 2S, 3S) is a constant 71%, 73% and 70%
of prompt Υ (1S, 2S, 3S) production respectively. We use
the same values of FΥ (nS) determined for the pT distribu-
tions to compare the rapidity distribution in the ICEM
with the measurement made by the LHCb Collaboration
[26]. We find the ICEM can describe the LHCb rapidity
distribution at
√
s = 7 TeV using the FΥ (nS) obtained at
the same energy by CMS in the central rapidity region.
8FIG. 11. The pT dependence of the polarization parameter λϑ for prompt Υ (1S) (a), Υ (2S) (b) and Υ (3S) (c) production in
the helicity frame at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ICEM using the “low pT ” cQ’s with mass uncertainties are compared to the LHCb
data in the range 2.2 < y < 3 [30].
B. pT dependence of λϑ
Here, we present the pT dependence of the polarization
parameter λϑ in p + p and p + p¯ collisions. Because the
polarization parameter is defined as the ratio of polar-
ized to unpolarized cross sections in Eq. (11) and these
cross sections depend on µR in the same way, the po-
larization parameter is independent of the scale choice.
Note that λϑ is thus also independent of µF . However,
the amplitudes themselves are mass dependent so that
the polarized to unpolarized ratio in λϑ depends on the
bottom quark mass. Thus the only uncertainty on λϑ
in our calculation is due to the variation of mb in the
range 4.5 < mb < 5 GeV. Therefore, in this section, the
uncertainty bands only include the mass variation and
the uncertainty in the calculated polarization is reduced
relative to those of the yield calculations.
We note that the Jz components of the polarized cross
section depend differently on the bottom quark mass.
When pT ≤ MQ, the longitudinally polarized partonic
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FIG. 12. The pT dependence of the polarization parameter
λϑ for prompt Υ (1S) production in the helicity frame at
√
s =
1.8 TeV with |y| < 0.4 in the ICEM using the “low pT ” cQ’s
[12] with mass uncertainties are compared to the CDF data
[31].
cross section decreases faster with increasing mb than the
transversely polarized partonic cross section in the helic-
ity frame. Thus increasing the bottom quark mass results
in more transverse polarization. When pT > MQ, the
longitudinally-polarized partonic cross section decreases
more slowly with increasing mb than the transversely-
polarized partonic cross section. Thus, increasing the
bottom quark mass results in more longitudinal polar-
ization. As pT  sˆ, λϑ becomes insensitive to mb. Thus
the uncertainty in λθ is narrower at high pT .
Our calculation also depends on the feed-down ratios
presented in Table. II, taken from Ref. [12]. Here, “low
pT ” refers to pT . 20 GeV and “high pT ” refers to
pT & 20 GeV. We use the “low pT ” ratios to compare
our results with LHCb data (0 < pT < 20 GeV) and
the “high pT ” ratios to compare with the CMS data
(10 < pT < 50 GeV).
1. prompt Υ (nS) polarization in p+ p(p¯) collisions at low
pT
We present the polarization parameters for prompt
Υ (1S) in p + p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV at forward
rapidity (2.2 < y < 3) in the helicity frame (HX) in
Fig. 11. We compare our results with data from the
LHCb Collaboration in the forward rapidity region [30].
The ICEM polarization of prompt Υ (nS) in the helicity
frame is slightly transverse at low pT (pT < MΥ ). The
result becomes unpolarized for pT > MΥ . We do not
find that the polarization has any significant rapidity de-
pendence. The ICEM polarization agrees with the LHCb
data for pT > MΥ .
We also compare the polarization parameter for
prompt Υ (1S) in p + p¯ at
√
s = 1.8 TeV with the data
measured by the D0 Collaboration in the region |y| < 0.4
[31] in the helicity frame, shown in Fig. 12. We also do
not find a strong dependence on
√
s for the prompt Υ (1S)
polarization in the ICEM. The trend in the pT depen-
dence of the polarization is the same. At the highest pT
bin, the prompt Υ (1S) polarization measured by the D0
Collaboration is slightly longitudinal while still agreeing
with the ICEM calculation, which gives an unpolarized
9FIG. 13. The pT dependence of the polarization parameter λϑ for prompt Υ (1S) (a), Υ (2S) (b) and Υ (3S) (c) production in
the helicity frame at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ICEM using the “high pT ” cQ’s [12] with mass uncertainties are compared to the CMS
dataat midrapidity in the range |y| < 0.6 [33].
result.
We do not find significant differences in the polariza-
tions among the Υ (nS) states. This is because the calcu-
lations of the Υ (nS) states differ from one another only
by the integration limits of the ICEM. Furthermore, the
polarization depends only on the ratio of polarized to
unpolarized cross sections. Thus there is only a slight
difference in polarization whether only direct production
is included or if feed down also contributes. Therefore
the polarization of Υ (nS) from χb feed down is similar
to that for direct production Υ (nS) alone. Thus, varying
the feed-down ratio, either by adopting the “high pT ” ra-
tios from Ref. [12] used here or the pT -independent ratios
calculated in Ref. [32] and used in Ref.[3], changes the po-
larization by less than 0.05 over all pT . Our results differ
from an NLO NRQCD calculation finding that all Υ (nS)
states are unpolarized: (−0.2 < λϑ < 0.2) at low pT
[7]. In their approach, at low pT , the direct Υ (nS) states
are slightly longitudinally polarized while the contribu-
tion from χb feed down is slightly transverse, resulting in
unpolarized prompt production.
2. prompt Υ (nS) polarization in p+ p(p¯) collisions at high
pT
We present the polarization parameters for prompt
Υ (1S) in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV at central rapidity
(|y| < 0.6) in the helicity frame respectively in Fig. 13.
We compare our results with the data from the CMS Col-
laboration in the central rapidity region [33]. The ICEM
polarization of prompt Υ in the helicity frame is near un-
polarized at intermediate pT (pT ∼MΥ ). We see that λϑ
becomes unpolarized for pT > MΥ . The ICEM polariza-
tion agrees with the CMS data for Υ (1S) and only agrees
with Υ (2S) and Υ (3S) data within 2σ. We do not find
that the polarization has any significant rapidity depen-
dence.
We note that here we have used the “high pT ” set of
feed-down ratios to consider the prompt Υ (nS) polariza-
tion. Although the contribution from direct Υ (1S) to
prompt Υ (1S) drops from 71% to 45%, the polarization
of the prompt production does not change significantly.
This is because the polarization of all the bottomonium
states below the BB¯ threshold are very similar after feed
down to prompt Υ (nS). We note that the polarization
at intermediate pT , pT ∼ 15 GeV, has no significant de-
pendence on the choice of feed-down ratios, as shown in
Figs. 11 and 13. The variation of the feed down frac-
tions is negligible compared to the bottom quark mass
variation.
Similar to our results at low pT , we do not find sig-
nificant differences in polarizations among the Υ (nS)
states. Our results differ from an NLO NRQCD calcu-
lation finding that the polarization at pT & 20 GeV is
more transverse for higher mass bound states, saturating
at λϑ ∼ 0.2, ∼ 0.4 and ∼ 0.9 for Υ (1S), Υ (2S) and Υ (3S)
respectively [7]. The significant transverse polarization
of Υ (3S) in their approach is due to the fact that the
polarization is calculated without the contribution from
χb feed-down production.
C. Frame dependence of λϑ
We now turn to the frame dependence of our 7 TeV
results. We calculate the polarization parameter in p+ p
collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the same kinematic region
as presented in Fig. 11 in both the Collins-Soper and
the Gottfried-Jackson frames, shown in Figs. 14 and 15
respectively. Since the polarization axes in the helicity
frame and the Collins-Soper frame are always perpendic-
ular to each other in O(α2s) kinematics, the polarization
in the Collins-Soper frame is opposite to that in the he-
licity frame in the ICEM. Therefore, at low pT , where the
Υ (1S) is predicted to be slightly transverse in the helic-
ity frame, it is predicted to be slightly longitudinal in the
Collins-Soper frame. For pT > MΥ , λϑ is predicted to
be unpolarized in both frames. We only find agreement
with the data in the Collins-Soper frame for the highest
pT bin. When pT  mT , the angle between the polariza-
tion axes in the Gottfried-Jackson frame and that in the
Collins-Soper frame is small. As pT increases, the po-
larization axis in the Gottfried-Jackson frame becomes
collinear with that in the helicity frame. Therefore, the
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FIG. 14. The pT dependence of the polarization parameter
λϑ for prompt Υ (1S) production in the Collins-Soper frame
at
√
s = 7 TeV and 2.2 < y < 3 in the ICEM using the “low
pT ” cQ’s [12] with mass uncertainties are compared to the
LHCb data [30].
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FIG. 15. The pT dependence of the polarization parameter
λϑ for prompt Υ (1S) production in the Gottfried-Jackson
frame at
√
s = 7 TeV and 2.2 < y < 3 in the ICEM using
the “low pT ” cQ’s [12] with mass uncertainties are compared
to the LHCb data [30].
polarization calculated in the Gottfried-Jackson frame is
opposite to that in the helicity frame at low pT and thus
similar to that in the Collins-Soper frame. However, as
pT increases, the polarization in the Gottfried-Jackson
frame should asymptotically approach the polarization
in the helicity frame. Since λϑ is unpolarized in the he-
licity frame in the high pT limit, the ICEM polarization
becomes frame independent in this limit. We find the
ICEM polarization agrees with the data in all frames at
high pT but does not agree with the low pT data where
the frame dependence is most significant.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the transverse momentum distri-
butions of the prompt Υ (nS) cross section as well as the
the polarization of prompt Υ (nS) production in p + p
and p + p¯ collisions in the improved color evaporation
model in the kT -factorization approach. We compared
the pT dependence to data at collider energies. We also
presented the ratio χb2(1P)/χb1(1P) as a function of pT
at
√
s = 8 TeV. We find prompt Υ (nS) production to
be unpolarized at pT & MΥ , independent of frame. We
do not observe any rapidity or energy dependence in the
polarization in the ranges considered.
Since our calculation of the matrix elements is leading
order in αs, we expect improvements when we calculate
the cross section to O(α3s) in a future publication.
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